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3 - part spec 

Or hourly rate

The programming quote per format is available when

• a 3-Part Specification is provided and the Specification is 100% accurate

1. Document

Requirements are itemised in a Word document or
Excel spreadsheet. Additions & changes are dated &
added to the bottom of the original Document, or
added as a new tab in the spreadsheet with date.
Requirements are not accepted in the body of an email.

2. picture

A scanned image or picture of the final output
showing the end result.
This must exactly tally with marks and comments in
the Data backup.

3. Backup

SchoolWrite data is backed up in a zip file from the
File Menu. This must be the school’s live data.
The backup includes marks and comments which
exactly tally with the Picture (above). Cumulative
reports must include marks for previous Terms.

Hourly rate

The Hourly rate applies where:
• there are variances in the 3 Part Spec.
• the Picture does not match the Backup
• the Backup is not live data from the school
The programmer has to go beyond the spec to find the
problem. This takes more time and costs more.

Good specifications produce good results

There are three things you never want to watch being made: Sausages, laws, and software.
Parts of the process are tedious but the end-result is what matters. Of course for those of us
elbow-deep in the “sausage” every day, it all seems normal. We check the final program against
the spec—the program users want to see tidy results, with no nasty surprises!
Our program testing ensures every word, figure and total matches the Picture provided. The
accuracy of the Picture and the Backup is vital. Help the professionals do it right for you.
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